Segmentation and detection of breast cancer in mammograms combining wavelet analysis and genetic algorithm
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ABSTRACT

In Brazil, the National Cancer Institute (INCA) reports more than 50,000 new cases of the disease, with risk of 51 cases per 100,000 women. Radiographic images obtained from mammography equipments are one of the most frequently used techniques for helping in early diagnosis. Due to factors related to cost and professional experience, in the last two decades computer systems to support detection (Computer-Aided Detection – CADe) and diagnosis (Computer-Aided Diagnosis – CADx) have been developed in order to assist experts in detection of abnormalities in their initial stages. Despite the large number of researches on CADe and CADx systems, there is still a need for improved computerized methods. Nowadays, there is a growing concern with the sensitivity and reliability of abnormalities diagnosis in both views of breast mammographic images, namely cranio-caudal (CC) and medio-lateral oblique (MLO). This paper presents a set of computational tools to aid segmentation and detection of mammograms that contained mass or masses in CC and MLO views. An artifact removal algorithm is first implemented followed by an image denoising and gray-level enhancement method based on wavelet transform and Wiener filter. Finally, a method for detection and segmentation of masses using multiple thresholding, wavelet transform and genetic algorithm is employed in mammograms which were randomly selected from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM). The developed computer method was quantitatively evaluated using the area overlap metric (AOM). The mean ± standard deviation value of AOM for the proposed method was 79.2 ± 8%. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method has a strong potential to be used as the basis for mammogram mass segmentation in CC and MLO views. Another important aspect is that the method overcomes the limitation of analyzing only CC and MLO views.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, the cancer has been one of the most responsible for the high number of deaths, and could become one of the main responsible for most deaths in the next decades. According to the World Health Organization, the number of deaths due to cancer, which was just 13% in 2008, is currently having a significant increase and one estimates that this number could reach approximately 12 million until 2030 [1].

Breast cancer is the second-most common and leading cause of cancer death among women. In Brazil, the National Cancer Institute (INCA) reports more than 50,000 new cases of the disease, with risk of 51 cases per 100,000 women [2]. Since it still has unknown causes, a large technology investment and a large number of human resources have to be available for early detection in order to reduce the mortality rate of the patients.

The screen-film mammography is an important tool used by radiologists to detect cancer at an early stage. In this examination, four images are obtained, two corresponding to the right breast and two to the left breast of the projections cranio-caudal (CC) and medio-lateral oblique (MLO). The use of CC and MLO images improves visualization of breast tissue and increase the chances of detecting the presence of non-palpable breast cancer. During the examination, the radiologist combines information from these two views to increase the chances of determining a priori regions with abnormalities defined as true positive (TP) and reduce the number of regions without abnormalities, i.e., reduce false positive (FP) regions [3]. However, screen-film mammography is a repetitive task, making radiologists prone to oversight errors. As a result, radiologists fail to detect from 10% up to 30% of malignant lesion on mammograms [4].

Recently, Computer-Aided Detection (CADe) and Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CADx) have been applied to mammographic images to assist radiologists on lesions analysis such as microcalcification, mass and architectural distortions [5]. CADe schemes automatically detect and segment suspicious lesions in mammograms, i.e., perform a localization task. CADx systems extend the computer analysis to characterize suspicious regions or estimate the probability of malignancy of a lesion, and are focused on the classification task. For a survey of the state of the art of CADx systems, the reader is referred to a recent review article [6]. The present work is focused on an automatic segmentation system of suspicious lesions for mammographic images.

In spite of the relevant research contributions for the area, CADe systems exhibit different performances on detecting and/or segmenting mass lesions or microcalcification clusters. Specifically for microcalcifications, recent papers show some progress for automatic detection methods, reaching sensitivity rates of about 98%. However, mass detection is a more complex task, because the mass is frequently indistinguishable from adjacent tissues. Mass detection poses a difficult challenge because masses are often: (a) very pronounced in size, shape and density; (b) poor in image contrast; (c) highly connected to the surrounding parenchymal tissue density, particularly for speculated lesions and (d) surrounded by no uniform tissue background with similar characteristics [7]. That makes progress be considerably slow for reliable detection of masses.

To improve diagnostic accuracies, the strategy of double reading has been used to increase the sensitivity level. However, the double reading performed by two radiologists increases operating costs and it is not always available. Comparing mammographic images from the same patient is a common practice for diagnosis purposes. Usually, images from both views (CC and MLO) of the same breast are compared. Some researches show that this approach can improve detection and diagnosis performances in contrast to employing a single mammographic view [8–11]. This methodology reduces patient recalls for a second inspection. Frequently, CADe commercial systems operate independently on each mammographic view. Nevertheless, there are situations when the system detects abnormalities in only one of the views. Radiologists believe that there is an inconsistency when a given lesion is not found, still being perceivable on both views, leading to a system reliability reduction and indicating that those results can be ignored. Several authors have been conducting researches to build CADe systems that can analyze two views on breast cancer detection [10,11].

The present work shows a set of computer-aided tools developed for segmentation of masses using two views, namely CC and MLO mammographic projections. To eliminate built-in patient informations, an algorithm is firstly applied to remove artifacts present at the mammograms background. To reduce the degradation/noise occurring in the process of image acquisition, a pre-processing technique based on Wiener filtering in the wavelet domain was applied to each image. After that, a computational process combining genetic algorithm (GA) and wavelet transform was employed to determine an appropriate number of threshold levels as well as the values of these levels required to mass segmentation. The GA and wavelet combination was used to decrease computational times for threshold selection. The threshold levels were then used in a multimodal thresholding procedure for detection and segmentation of masses obtained from CC and MLO views. The proposed computational tools were evaluated on a set of selected cases from the public Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) [12].

This article is organized as follows: in Section 2, it is described the algorithm employed on artifact elimination, breast image enhancement and multimodal segmentation of images obtained from both views. Section 3 presents experimental results obtained with the developed algorithm. Section 4 shows result discussions and conclusions of the work.

2. Materials and methods

This section describes the procedures employed for mammogram masses segmentation considering both CC and MLO views. Fig. 1 presents the block diagram of the applied algorithms.

2.1. Artifacts elimination

The performance of segmentation algorithms can be influenced by several factors such as artifacts and personal patient
Informations, which are marked on the image by lead blocks. To improve the performance of segmentation techniques used later in this article, it was applied an algorithm (Fig. 2(a)) for removing artifacts on each image. This procedure employs a top-hat morphological operation, with a structuring element with a 60 pixels radius, whose mathematical representation is given below:

$$O_{\text{top}} = \max [0, f(x, y) - (f \circ B)(x, y)].$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where:

$$(f \circ B)(x, y) = [(f \circ B)(x, y) \ominus B](x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$(f \circ B)(x, y) = \max [(f(x - t_1, y - t_2), (t_1, t_2) \in B]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$(f \circ B)(x, y) = \max [(f(x + t_1, y + t_2), (t_1, t_2) \in B]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

with $f(x, y)$ being the mammographic image and $B$ the structuring element, both defined over the set $\mathbb{Z}^2$, and $(t_1, t_2)$ is a pair of pixels of the structuring element $B$.

In a next step, a subtraction was performed between the resulting and the original images (Fig. 2(c)), and then Otsu’s method for automatic thresholding [13] was applied to the image resulted from subtraction (Fig. 2(d)) as specified by Eqs. (5) and (6):

$$\sigma_e^2(t) = \omega_1(t)\sigma_1^2(t) + \omega_2(t)\sigma_2^2(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\sigma_s^2(t) = \sigma^2 - \sigma_e^2(t) = \omega_1(t)\omega_2(t)[\mu_1(t) + \mu_2(t)]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\omega_1(t)$ and $\omega_2(t)$ represents the separation probabilities for the first and second regions (or classes), respectively, $t$ is the threshold value, $\sigma_1^2$ and $\sigma_2^2$ are the variances of each class, and $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are the classes mean values.

Following, a multiplication was performed between the Otsu’s method output image and the original one, yielding an image with no background artifacts (see Fig. 2(e)).

2.2. Enhancement based on wavelet multiresolution processing

The enhancement step aims to provide information improvement of the breast internal structures and confer better results on the detection and segmentation processes of mammographic image regions. Traditional algorithms, such as histogram equalization, gradient enhancement, and spatial filtering present difficulties in providing relevant results for medical image processing. Several enhancement algorithms have been proposed in literature [14,15] using different approaches for visual improvement of mammographic images. Recent studies have shown that the use of wavelet theory provides better results in the step of medical images enhancement. Therefore, as a way to acquire good image enhancement results, it was developed an algorithm based on wavelet multiresolution theory and Wiener filtering [16,17].

Image analysis in multiple scales allows image resolution to be changed so as to process as little data as possible by selecting relevant details for a given visual task [18]. The basic idea of multiresolution analysis is to represent an image on several sub-images, from coarse to fine resolution, and analyze them in the frequency domain. Broadly speaking, multiresolution allows for the zooming in or out on an image, when this is necessary.

**Fig. 2** – Output images from artifact elimination algorithm: (a) mammographic image of CC view, obtained from case 1134; (b) image modified by top-hat morphological operation; (c) image resulting from subtraction operation; (d) image followed from Otsu’s thresholding; (e) image without artifacts obtained from the multiplication step.
A wavelet is a function $\psi(x) \in L^2(\mathbb{R})$ (the set of square integrable functions), with a zero average:

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(x)dx = 0$$

(7)

which is normalized to have unit energy and centered in the neighborhood of $x=0$. Given a function $f(x) \in \mathbb{R}$, its wavelet transform $Wf(s, u) \in \mathbb{R}$ is obtained from the inner product of $f(x)$ and a wavelet family, i.e.:

$$Wf(s, u) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) \psi_{s,u}(x)dx$$

(8)

where

$$\psi_{s,u}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{x-u}{s} \right)$$

(9)

is the wavelet family obtained by scaling $\psi(x)$ by $s$ (the scale parameter) and translating it by $u$ (the translation parameter). The scale $s$ is referred to as the transform resolution level.

For discrete signals, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is obtained by the discretization of time as well as the translation and scale parameters. The most common discretization is the dyadic wavelet decomposition, which is achieved when $s=2^j$ and $u=k2^j$, for integers $j$ and $k$. Due to its relation to the scale parameter, $j$ is referred to as the resolution level of the dyadic wavelet transform. Mallat [19] has proved that the dyadic DWT of a signal is equivalent to its decomposition through high-pass ($g[n]$) and low-pass ($h[n]$) filter banks, composed of as many banks as is the desired resolution. When dealing with images, which are 2-dimensional signals, the DWT can be computed with separable wavelet functions, what means that a 2-dimensional filter can be decomposed as the product of two one-dimensional filters. In this case, a 1D-DWT is computed first in the image rows, and another 1D-DWT is applied to the columns of the two images generated. The 2D-DWT is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which an original image at the $j$-th level ($cA_j$ coefficients) is wavelet transformed, yielding 4 sub-band images at the $(j+1)$-th level. There are 3 detail images, $cD_{j+1}^h$, $cD_{j+1}^v$, and $cD_{j+1}^d$, that represents horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions, respectively, and one approximation image $cA_{j+1}$, which is the original image at a coarse resolution.

Many wavelet families have been developed and there are several possibilities for choosing a given family to compute the image wavelet transform. Each wavelet has distinct characteristics that allow for a better context adaptation. Haar, Daubechies and Coiflets were analyzed in the image contrast enhancement step, and each image was decomposed on three resolution levels by the 2D-DWT, for each wavelet family. The choice of three resolution levels was based on minimizing computational complexity without affecting the system performance. Some previous results have used four resolution levels [20] for mass boundaries revealing. However, at the initial time the present work started, some computational tests have showed similar results when using either three or four resolution levels. Therefore, three resolution levels were used in this work.

After wavelet transforming the images, an adaptive Wiener filter algorithm was applied to each approximation image obtained from the wavelet decomposition. The adaptive Wiener filter adaptively implements a pixel-by-pixel approach based on statistics estimated from local neighborhoods of each data point. The local filter is a space-variant lowpass filter whose Fourier transform is given by [17]:

$$H(u, v) = \frac{S_f(u, v)}{S_f(u, v) + S_n(u, v)}$$

(10)

where $S_f(u, v)$ and $S_n(u, v)$ are the power spectrum of the noise and the non-degraded image, respectively. Within the local region, the non-degraded image is assumed stationary, with mean $m_f$ and variance $\sigma_f^2$.

The adaptive algorithm then estimates the local mean and variance, defining an $N \times M$ neighborhood $\Delta$ around each pixel in the non-degraded image, referred to as $F(n_1,n_2)$, given by:

$$m_f = \frac{1}{NM} \sum_{n_1,n_2 \in \Delta} F(n_1,n_2)$$

(11)

$$\sigma_f^2 = \frac{1}{NM} \sum_{n_1,n_2 \in \Delta} [F(n_1,n_2) - m_f]^2$$

(12)

The restored image $\tilde{F}$ is obtained from the restored local regions given by:

$$\tilde{F}(n_1,n_2) = m_f + \frac{\sigma_f^2}{\sigma^2_f + \sigma_0^2} (F(n_1,n_2) - m_f)$$

(13)

The noise variance is estimated from the average of all $\sigma_f^2$. In this work, it was used a typical neighborhood $\Delta$ of size $3 \times 3$. After the application of the Wiener filter to the approximation wavelet sub-image, the inverse transform was taken to return to the spatial domain.

2.3. Segmentation using wavelet analysis and genetic algorithm

After artifact removal and enhancement of mammograms, the segmentation algorithm developed by Hammouche et al. [21] was applied to the images to delineate the mass boundaries, followed by a post-processing algorithm. Hammouche’s computational algorithm combines wavelet theory and genetic algorithm (GA) in order to determine the number
of thresholds for each mammographic image as well as the appropriate threshold levels, as described below.

Hammouche’s algorithm description. At a first stage, a gray level histogram was computed to obtain a graphic representation of the gray level distribution for each image. To accelerate GA convergence, the histogram size must be reduced using a dyadic wavelet transform. The histogram is decomposed into approximate and detail signals. The approximate signal results in a reduced dimension version of the histogram, but still contains the characteristics of the original image histogram.

Let \( h_{ij} \) be the original image histogram, with \( i = 0, \ldots, L - 1 \), and \( L \) the gray levels of the considered image. Hence, for a wavelet resolution level \( j \), the length of the reduced histogram \( h_{ij} \) (approximate wavelet coefficients), denoted \( L_j \), is given by \( L_j = L/2^j \).

After histogram reduction, a GA was applied to determine the number of thresholds and its respective value. The GA purpose is to classify the mammographic image into \( k \) classes \( (C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k) \) with a set of threshold levels \( T = \{ t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_k \} \), where, for convenience, it is assumed that \( t_0 = 0 \) and \( t_k = L - 1 \).

In the proposed GA, a chromosome is encoded as a binary string \( A \) of size \( L_j \), such that \( A = a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{L_j} - 1 \), where each character \( a_i \) corresponds to a 0 (zero) or 1 (one). If \( a_i = 0 \), the point \( j, h_{ij} \) indicates a valley, else it is a peak of the histogram. The position \( i \) for which \( a_i = 0 \) indicates a threshold value. As an example, let \( L_j = 16 \) and consider the string \( A = 110110110110111111 \). Then, the number of thresholds is 3 and the threshold values are \( t_1 = 2, t_1 = 5 \), and \( t_3 = 9 \). The initial population of chromosomes is randomly generated with a fixed size of \( P \) strings \( (A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_P) \), and each string has \( L_j \) randomly generated bits. Due to its random nature, the chromosomes may contain a sequence of consecutive zeros, which is an undesirable behavior. To overcome such a situation, the algorithm keeps the first gene equal to zero and a mutation process changes the remaining zero-bits.

Let \( k \) be the classification number and \( \text{Dis}[k] \) a discrepancy measure between the original and the thresholded images. The GA fitness function, used to classify the gray-levels as a number \( k \), was computed following Yen et al. [22], and is given by:

\[
\text{Fit}[k] = \rho \sqrt{\text{Dis}[k]} + \left( \log_2(k) \right)^2
\]

(14)

where \( \rho \) is a positive weighting constant. The GA determines the optimal classification number \( k^* \) such that:

\[
\text{Fit}[k^*] = \min_{k \in L^+_j} \text{Fit}[k]
\]

(15)

where \( L^+_j = \{ 1, 2, \ldots, L_j \} \). The discrepancy term is defined as:

\[
\text{Dis}[k] = \sigma^2_k - \sigma^2_B[k]
\]

(16)

with \( \sigma^2_k \) and \( \sigma^2_B \) representing the between-class and the total class variances, respectively, given by:

\[
\sigma^2_k = \sum_{n=1}^{k} P_n (m_n - m)^2
\]

(17)

\[
\sigma^2_B = \sum_{n=0}^{L-1} (n - m)^2 P_n
\]

(18)

where

\[
P_i = \sum_{n=t_i}^{t_{i+1}-1} m_n, \quad m_i = \frac{\sigma_i}{P_i}, \quad \sigma_i = \sum_{n=t_i}^{t_{i+1}-1} n p_n,
\]

(19)

with \( N \) the number of pixels of the mammographic image. In this step, the best string is marked as the best solution and copied to its neighboring values, i.e., \( t_1 \) is copied to \( t_1 - 1 \) and \( t_1 + 1 \). Then, the best string fitness value can be tested for a possible improvement observing those neighborhoods.

Following, the GA tournament selection process was applied for choosing the best individuals. For that, two strings \( A' \) and \( A'' \) of the current population were randomly selected and the string with the best fitness value was chosen to belong to the mating pool. This procedure was repeated until a mating pool is filled with the same size of the population.

A single crossover operation was performed on two randomly selected strings \( A' \) and \( A'' \). A random integer number \( q \in [0, L_j - 1] \) was generated and two offsprings were created by swapping all characters of \( A' \) and \( A'' \) after position \( q \). Recombination was performed based on the value of the crossover probability \( P_c \). A random number within \([0,1]\) was associated to each pair of strings: if it was less than \( P_c \), then crossover was performed, otherwise no crossover was employed.

Mutation, associated with a low probability \( P_m \), was performed based on another random number generated within \([0,1]\). If this value was less than \( P_m \), then a character of the recombined string was randomly chosen and its value altered. To overcome a possible generation of successive zero-bits with mutation, the same approach of keeping only the first zero and changing the remaining was performed.

Since the threshold values determined by GA were obtained from a reduced histogram, these values must be expanded to their original spaces. For that, each threshold \( t_i \) is multiplied by a factor \( 2^j \).

After the expansion, a refinement procedure was applied to obtain stable and more accurate threshold levels. In this procedure, the mean gray level \( m_i [r] \) of the class \( C_i \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, k - 1 \), were computed, where \( r \) stands for the time of iteration. Then, the value of \( t_i [r] \) were updated according to:

\[
t_i [r + 1] = \frac{m_i [r] + m_i [r + 1]}{2}
\]

(20)

These steps were repeated until the iteration converges, i.e., \( t_i [r + 1] = t_i [r] \) for \( i = 2, 3, \ldots, k - 1 \).

After determining the threshold numbers and its values, the segmentation was finalized applying the expression:

\[
B(x, y) = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad t_{i-1} \leq f(x, y) < t_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, k.
\]

(21)
where \( f(x, y) \) is the original image and \( B(x, y) \) is the segmented image.

The automatic segmentation algorithm was implemented using \( P_C = 0.9 \) and \( P_m = 0.001 \). The population size \( P \) depends on the chromosome size and the resolution level \( j \) of the wavelet transform. In this article, it is used \( P = 150/2^j \) and GA is executed for 100 generations. As proposed by Hammouche et al. [21], the weighting constant \( \alpha \) must depend on the resolution level and it was used the value \( \rho = 0.5 \times 2^j \). The wavelet transform was performed with the Daubechies wavelet ‘db2’. It is important to distinguish the wavelet employed on the filtering algorithm to the one applied on the segmentation step, since they may use different wavelet functions, as it was indeed done in this article.

Post-processing algorithm. To reduce the number of possible false positives, a post-processing algorithm was employed in this step. This algorithm was developed in a semi-automatic way. The procedure was divided in two stages: the first compares the detected region shape with ones previously defined (automatic done by a software computer), and the second verifies the area of the region taking into account informations extracted from both mammographic views (CC and MLO). A specialist performs this second task manually.

In the first stage, the possibly abnormal regions identified by the procedure were separated (cropped) from the thresholded image, and area, center and perimeter measures were computed for each of those regions. After some observations of the areas computed for known regions, it was noted that abnormal areas ranged from 1000 to 40,000 square pixels (pixel \( x \) pixel). Based on these empirical observations obtained through previous experiments, it was developed an algorithm that analyzed, for each selected region, those with structural values above the established threshold areas and discarded them from being an abnormal regions. This procedure was applied to images from views CC and MLO, separately.

In the next step, the area of the remaining structures marked on the CC view was manually compared to that on the MLO view by a specialist. Only regions having 95% to 100% of area size agreement were preserved and marked as abnormal structures.

2.4 Performance evaluation

Performance evaluation was carried out in two ways, namely evaluation of the contrast enhancement algorithm and evaluation of the multimodal segmentation algorithm.

Enhancement using wavelet processing. To quantify the contrast enhancement filtering performance, regions of interest (ROIs) on the mammographic images were selected and the methods proposed by Singh and Bovis [23] and Pereira et al. [24] were used. The evaluation was performed comparing different wavelet functions. The snake active contour model was employed to separate the object (mass) area and the background area of the ROI.

Singh and Bovis’ method comprises four different metrics, namely distribution separation measure (DSM), target-to-background contrast enhancement measurement based on standard deviation (TBCc), target-to-background contrast enhancement measurement based on entropy (TBCe) and combined enhancement measure (D). DSM quantifies the overlap between the masses boundary and the background, before and after segmentation, and is given by:

\[
DSM = \left( |M_2 - \mu^B_{bg} | + |M_2 - \mu^P_{bg} | \right) - \left( |M_1 - \mu^O_{bg} | + |M_1 - \mu^O_{ob} | \right)
\]

(22)

where

\[
M_1 = \frac{\mu^O_{bg} \sigma^O_{bg} + \mu^O_{ob} \sigma^O_{ob}}{\sigma^O_{bg} \sigma^O_{ob} + \varepsilon}
\]

(23)

\[
M_2 = \frac{\mu^P_{bg} \sigma^O_{bg} + \mu^P_{ob} \sigma^O_{ob}}{\sigma^P_{bg} \sigma^P_{ob} + \varepsilon}
\]

(24)

and \( \mu^O_{bg}, \sigma^O_{bg}, \mu^O_{ob}, \sigma^O_{ob} \) are the mean and standard deviation of the background and mass areas, respectively, of the original image. Similarly, \( \mu^P_{bg}, \sigma^P_{bg}, \mu^P_{ob}, \sigma^P_{ob} \) are the mean and standard deviation of the background and mass areas, respectively, of the image after enhancement. The term \( \varepsilon \) is a very small constant used to prevent division by zero. The greater DSM, the better the enhancement.

The metrics TBCc and TBCe are used to measure the homogeneity of the mass, comparing the difference between background and mass mean gray-level, related to the image standard deviation and the entropy, respectively. These metrics are defined as:

\[
TBC_c = \frac{\left( \mu^P_{bg} / \mu^P_{ob} \right) - \left( \mu^O_{bg} / \mu^O_{ob} \right)}{\sigma^O_{bg} / \sigma^O_{ob}}
\]

(25)

\[
TBC_e = \frac{\left( \mu^P_{bg} / \mu^P_{ob} \right) - \left( \mu^O_{bg} / \mu^O_{ob} \right)}{\text{Ent}^O_{bg} / \text{Ent}^O_{ob}}
\]

(26)

where \( \text{Ent}^O_{bg}, \text{Ent}^P_{ob} \) are the entropy of the mass in the original and enhanced images, respectively. These metrics must have values greater than zero. Greater values indicate better results.

The combined enhanced measure \( D \) is an Euclidean distance between the scaled representation of the three metrics above in a 3D space and the point \((1,1,1)\). This is given by:

\[
D = \sqrt{(1 - DSM)^2 + (1 - TBCc)^2 + (1 - TBCe)^2}
\]

(27)

The smallest Euclidean distance represents the best enhancement technique.

The metric proposed by Pereira et al. evaluates the enhancement algorithm in relation to the differences between the mean gray-levels of the background and the mass, and is defined as:

\[
\text{CNR} = \frac{\left( \mu^P_{bg} - \mu^P_{ob} \right)}{\sqrt{\left( \sigma_{bg}^2 + \sigma_{ob}^2 \right)^2/2}}
\]

(28)

Segmentation using wavelet analysis and genetic algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed segmentation algorithm, the lesion nodule area was computed and compared to the areas marked by an expert radiologist. Assuming that \( A \) is the computer-segmented contour and \( B \) is the manually
segmented contour, the area overlap measure (AOM) is given by:

\[ AOM = \frac{\text{Area}(A \cap B)}{\text{Area}(A \cup B)} \] (29)

This general area metric, defined as a percentage, has been used by several authors to evaluate the performance of segmentation algorithms [25–27]. The higher the AOM is, the better the segmentation will be, where an ideal value would be equal to 1.

2.5. Data set

The database used in this work encompasses mammographic screen/film digitalized images taken from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) [12]. The DDSM project is a joint effort of researchers from the Massachusetts General Hospital (D. Kopans, R. Moore), the University of South Florida (K. Bowyer), and the Sandia National Laboratories – EUA (P. Kegelmeyer). The DDSM database has been widely used as a benchmark for numerous articles on the mammographic area, for being free of charge and having a vast and diverse quantity of cases. It is constituted of mammographic images and its corresponding technical and clinical informations, including exam dates, age of patients, digitalization equipment (as well as resolution, number of rows, pixels per row and bits per pixel of the acquired images), lesion types and existent pathologies.

For the evaluation of the enhancement method and segmentation algorithm, a data set was used comprising 640 mammographic images from 160 patients (being 80 with benign and 80 with malignant lesions) which were randomly selected from DDSM dataset. These lesions have different sizes, densities, and margins types. For each case, we used four mammograms, taken from the left and the right breasts, obtained in CC and MLO views. We selected images digitized with a Lumisys laser film scanner at 50 mm and a Howtek scanner at 43.5 mm pixel size. Each image has a resolution of \( M = 2^{32} = 4096 \) gray level tones. The information provided by the radiologists and their opinions are the main sources to validate the algorithm. Thus, the results achieved with the algorithm proposed in the present article have been compared to those provided by the DDSM.

3. Results and discussion

This section presents the results achieved by the proposed computational algorithms for the enhancement, detection and segmentation steps applied for mammographic images. The proposed procedure was tested on a PC with an i7 microprocessor with 6 cores, 8 GB of RAM and a hard disk of 250 GB. The time spent for each pair of CC/MLO image was 11.05 s.

3.1. Segmentation using wavelet analysis and genetic algorithm

To show examples of the automatic segmentation algorithm outcomes, we selected two cases, A_1347 and C_0031, from the 160 cases analyzed. These nomenclatures were taken from the DDSM project website, which uses a code to each of the available mammography cases differentiating them by the scanner used to digitalize it (capitalized letter) and the patient code (number). The reader should refer to [12] for further details. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the left breast for both views of case A_1347, with a malignant lesion, and Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows the two left breast visions of case C_0031, with a benign lesion.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows results obtained by the segmentation algorithm for CC and MLO views of case A_1347, respectively. With GA application, the threshold values computed were 1, 10, 21, 35, 54, 78, 104, 130, 155, 175, 194, and 226. In Fig. 5(c) and (d), we show the images produced by the segmentation algorithm for CC and MLO views of case CC_0031, respectively. For this case, GA application resulted in threshold values 1, 31, 58, 68, 82, 99, 118, 137, 151, 163, 181, and 213. It can be observed that several regions were identified as abnormalities, even when it was not actually present, what characterizes false positives. That was the case for the pectoral muscle, for example. This behavior was due to the use of bright level intensities to define regions, which in some cases are not uniform.

The results after the post-processing proposed method are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for the CC and MLO views of case A_1347, respectively, and in Fig. 6(c) and (d) for the CC and MLO views of case C_0031, respectively. It can be observed from the examples that, after the post-processing step, the number of false positive regions was decreased or even fully eliminated.

Other examples of correctly segmentation masses from the database are presented in Fig. 7, where the algorithm successfully provides precise boundary of masses ranging from subtle to obvious.

3.2. Enhancement based on wavelet multiresolution processing evaluation

The performance of the contrast enhancement algorithm was evaluated for three wavelet families, namely Haar, Daubechies and Coiflet, by means of the metrics DSM, TBC_e, TBC_b, D and CNR defined in the previous section. Tables 1–3 show the results obtained by the enhancement filters applied to both CC and MLO views for the cases A_1347 and C_0031 taken from the DDSM data set.

It can be inferred from these tables that Coiflet-based wavelet transform provided, in general, better results,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Results obtained with enhancement filter based on Haar wavelet transform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,MLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,MLO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 – Results obtained with enhancement filter based on Daubechies wavelet transform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,MLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,MLO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
considering all metrics defined above. Indeed, that was the case, in average, for all metrics applied to the 160 selected cases. We have computed those metrics and their values were averaged for each wavelet family.

For the DSM metric, the mean value for all selected cases was 1.52 for the Coiflet wavelet, 1.23 for Haar wavelet and 1.26 for Daubechies wavelet, showing that Coiflet was 19% better than the worst, Haar wavelet. For the TBCs metric, this behavior remained the same, once its mean value for the Coiflet wavelet was 0.0043, against 0.003 for Haar and 0.034 for Daubechies wavelets. The same superiority was obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>DSM</th>
<th>TBCs</th>
<th>TBCe</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>CNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,CC</td>
<td>1.5832</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>1.5281</td>
<td>27.9584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1347,MLO</td>
<td>1.4365</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>1.4773</td>
<td>28.1691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,CC</td>
<td>1.3293</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>1.4458</td>
<td>17.3036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_0031,MLO</td>
<td>1.1624</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>1.4830</td>
<td>11.2501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 – Original images: (a) CC view of case A_1347; (b) MLO view of case A_1347; (c) CC view of case C_0031; (d) MLO view of case C_0031.
for the TBC metric, were Coiflet wavelet presented a mean value of 0.0053, while Haar and Daubechies wavelets presented 0.0041 and 0.0044, respectively. When combining these metrics into the Euclidean distance $D$, Coiflet was still superior, presenting a mean value of 1.35, against 1.20 and 1.13 for Haar and Daubechies wavelets, respectively. The same occurred for the CNR metric, where it was obtained a mean value of 23.06 for the Coiflet wavelet, 17.52 for the Haar wavelet and 16.83 for the Daubechies wavelet.

Therefore, considering all metrics of Singh & Bovis and Pereira et al., the filter based on Coiflet wavelet was more efficient for the enhancement step of the CADe proposed system. A reasonable justification on why this may happen seems to be that, besides having more symmetry and vanishing moments than the others wavelets, Coiflet basis satisfy the mini-max condition, what means that the maximum error for estimation is minimized.

### 3.3. Segmentation evaluation

The average AOM achieved by our segmentation algorithms is approximately $0.79 \pm 8\%$. Considering the AOM percentage, for all selected cases, this is equivalent to 79%, on average, of overlap between the ground truth regions and the automatically segmented regions. The AOM value indicates the percentage difference between the areas of the automatic and

Fig. 5 – Segmented images: (a) CC view of case A.1347; (b) MLO view of case A.1347; (c) CC view of case C.0031; (d) MLO view of case C.0031.
the manual selection. As described by Timp and Karssemeijer [28], the segmentation methods rarely achieve an AOM value 90% or higher. One reason for this is that the accuracy of the manually segmented regions is limited. Often the manual segmentations are somewhat large to make sure the whole tumor is inside the annotation.

Fig. 8(a)–(d) shows, respectively, the ROIs marked by the chain code and the proposed method for CC and MLO views of case A.1347. The ROIs identified by the chain code and the proposed method for CC and MLO views of case C.0031 are presented, respectively, in Fig. 8(e)–(h). It can be verified from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>True positive (%)</th>
<th>False positive (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First stage of post-processing</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second stage of post-processing</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 – Images after post-processing step: (a) CC views of case A.1347; (b) MLO views of case A.1347; (c) CC view of case C.0031; (d) MLO view of case C.0031.
Fig. 7 – Examples of segmentation masses in others cases of DDSM database: (a) CC view of C.0009; (b) MLO view of C.0009; (c) CC view of C.0023; (d) MLO view of C.0023; (e) CC view of C.0037; (f) MLO view of C.0037; (g) CC view of C.0332; (h) MLO view of C.0332.
Fig. 8 – Regions of interest: (a) and (b) CC and MLO visions of case A.1347 marked by the chain code; (c) and (d) CC and MLO visions of case A.1347 marked by the proposed method; (e) and (f) CC and MLO visions of case C.0031 marked by the chain code; (g) and (h) CC and MLO visions of case C.0031 marked by the proposed method.
Fig. 8(a), (c), (e), and (g) that the chain code identifies abnormalities in an unsatisfactory way, since for several cases part of the background (tissue with no masses) is selected in this process. This behavior was also perceived in the work of Mencattini et al. [20]. With the proposed method, shown in Fig. 8(b), (d), (f), and (h), the mass border is more precisely delineated compared to the chain code. This allows for the specialist to classify in a more accurate manner if the abnormality is malignant or benign.

3.4. Detection evaluation

Table 4 shows the average number of TP and FP per image for the selected sets of cases. In that table, there is a line corresponding to the first stage of the post-processing algorithm and a line corresponding to the second stage. A ROI is identified as a true positive case if there is a mass and the algorithm selects it. The true positive rate is also known as sensitivity. A false positive occurs when the algorithm selects a mass when there is none at that location. Hence, as stated by Table 4, the proposed method acquired a sensitivity of 95%, for both the first and second stages. The number of false positive ROIs per image was 2.8 for the first stage and 1.37 for the second stage. These results reveal that the proposed method outcomes are better than some previous works found in literature, as stated in the next few paragraphs and summarized in Table 5.

The algorithm proposed by Paquerault et al. [10] presented a FP rate of 1 FP/image with a sensitivity of 73%. The authors made use of a geometrical model to predict object location in one view, based on the other one. After the mass-pairing step, a linear discriminant analysis was performed to classify the object. The dataset used, composed of 169 mammograms, was selected from patient files in the Breast Image Division at the University of Michigan.

Van Engeland et al. [11] obtained a FP rate of 1 FP/image with a sensitivity of 83%. On their work, using correspondence between regions, the authors built a cascaded multiple-classifier system and two-view analysis to obtain a CAD system. The dataset was composed of 948 images mammograms and it was not informed where these images were obtained.

The method proposed by Wei et al. [29] reached 1 FP/image at a sensitivity of 83.7%. The authors used image registration to identify potential pairs on both CC and MLO views and similarity measures to differentiate True-Positive/True-Positive pairs from other pairs. After that, a linear discriminant analysis was performed for classification. A total of 2332 mammograms were used, collected from patient files of the Department of Radiology at the University of Michigan.

The method proposed by Hu et al. [32] reached a sensitivity of 91.3% at 0.71 FP per image. The algorithm utilized a combination of global adaptive thresholding and local adaptive thresholding for mass segmentation on a multisresolution representation of the images. The MIAS dataset was used, comprised of 172 mammograms.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we have developed a computational method to detect and segment regions in mammographic images using genetic algorithm and multiresolution techniques. A post-processing method based on wavelet transform and Wiener filtering was applied for image denoising and enhancement. Genetic algorithm was then employed for segmentation of suspicious regions, followed by a post-processing step that took into account information contained in CC and MLO views. The segmentation algorithm was applied to 640 mammographic images from 160 cases and resulted in an AOM of 0.79. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method has a strong potential to be used as the basis for mammogram mass segmentation in CC and MLO views. A FP rate of 1.35 FP/image was acquired for a sensitivity of 95%. This detection rate of benign and malignant lesions indicates that this method may be applied as a tool to assist radiologist in breast cancer diagnosis. However, the post-processing procedure implemented in this work must be improved, by turning it into a completely automatic algorithm as well using some algorithm for correspondence of regions for both CC and MLO views.

Although the proposed scheme presented a relatively high accuracy results, it is the authors’ intention to investigate the use of other types of multiresolution transforms. One such a transform that has been under investigation on the literature is the complex-wavelet transform (CWT), which presents some advantages as shift insensitivity, directionality and phase information [30]. The curvelet and shearlet transforms are another examples of possible future investigation as a way to improve the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, for having directional information as well [30, 31]. Another future study direction is the investigation of false positive reduction algorithms evaluated by means of FROC curves. These algorithms may improve even more the performance of the proposed system.

Table 5 – Performance comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>FP/Image</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Number of images</th>
<th>Use of two-views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paquerault et al. [10]</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Breast Image Division – University of Michigan</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Engeland et al. [11]</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not informed</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei et al. [29]</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Department of Radiology – University of Michigan</td>
<td>23,332</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. [32]</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>MIAS</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>DDSM</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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